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INTRODUCTION 
In the Spring of 1975, the Board of Directors of the Ohio Theatre Alliance 
expressed concern about the quality and quantity of theatre programs.in Ohio 
high schools. Wanting to become involved in helping high school theatre programs, 
but realizing they lacked data upon which meaningful action could be based, the 
Board directed that a survey {of the status) of Ohio high school theatre programs 
be undertaken. The author was charged with that responsibility and this report--
an attempt to quantitatively describe the state of theatre programs in Ohio high 
schools in the 1975-1976 academic year--is a result of that action. 
Developing the Questionnaire 
While attempting to devise an adequate questionnaire, the author was directed 
to the Joseph L. Peluso report, "A Survey of Theatre in United States High Schools", 
a study published by the Office of Education of the Department of Health, Education 
and Welfare in November, 1970. It was immediately apparent that if the Ohio 
questionnaire could be based on the pr<;>ven Peluso report, comparisons could be 
made between theatre programs in Ohio high schools and the nation-at-large. 
Selected questions were adapted from Peluso1s study for U(:l.e by Op-Scan equipment 
which allowed for automatic compilation of data. 
1 
' 
The SC!,mple questionnaire was prepared by June, 1975 and was edited and 
improved by John A, Walker of Ohio State University and Donald L. Rosenberg 
of Miami University. In August, a letter was sent to the principal of each public 
and private /parochial' high school in Ohio asking for the name of the "Director of 
Dramatics". In September, the questionnaire was mailed to each of the 879 high 
.schools in care of the person designated. In the 32 per cent of the cases where 
. . 
no name was submitted, the questionnaire was sent to "Director of Dramatics". 
Within three weeks nearly 240 questionnaires had been returned and a pre-
liminary report was issued at the OTA Fall Conference, after which time, each 
of the schools that had not responded were sent a follow-up letter. By December, 
291 responses had been received and these formed the basis· for the statistical 
analysis. The return rate of 33 per cent is judged to be adequate for this type of 
survey. 
Organization of the Report 
This report is divided into two main portions, the first of which, Section II. 
describes the "average" or "typical" Ohio High School and compares it with the 
average high school in the United States. The second main portion, Section III. 
describes the average "strong" or "AA" Ohio high school and makes comparisions 
to the aver.age "~A" high school in the ·united States . 
. Both the first and sec.and section are divided into seven areas, including a 
description of: 
A. the high school 
B. the theatre teacher 
C. the play production program 
2 
D. - attitudes toward play festivals and contests 
E. the curriculum in theatre 
F. theatre facilities, and 
G. teacher attitudes 
Section ill deals with a description of the "stronger" high school theatre program, 
which is an attempt to discover how the upper quartile of schools compare with the 
model of the "average" school. Obviously, some subjective judgements were made 
by the author in order to derive a picture of what constitutes a "stronger" theatre 
program.· 
Each school was rated on two factors: (1) the degree of theatrical activity in 
the school, and (2) the degree of teacher preparation. Points were given for 
affirmative responses to certain selected questions, and the total number of points 
for each school's activity and teacher preparation were recorded. The computer 
was instructed to add up the total points for each school and to a.elect the 75 schools 
tl:iat would compose the "upper 25o/o" or "AA" grouping. 
1 
_The questions which were 
used to identify the degree of theatre activity in the high school and the degree of 
teacher preparation are indicated below. One point was given for each affirmative 
response. 
1 
This analysis follows the procedures developed by Peluso. Because of 
differences in the measuring instrument, it was not possible to employ the same 
questions used by Peluso. However, the intent of the questions is similiar and the 
results seem to be similiar. Peluso identified "AA" high schools, meaning that 
the degree of theatre activity was rated as an "A"; and, the teacher preparation 
was also rated as an "A"; thus, "AA". 
_3 
Theatre Activity 
4. Do you have a drama club? 
28. Do you present 2 or more musicals annually? 
31. Do you present 2 or more childrens plays annually? 
36. Are students in your school ever given the opportunity to direct plays? 
37. Do students have the opportunity to design for plays? 
38. Do students have the opportunity to stage their original scripts? 
40. Are you, as a teacher and director of plays. compensated by your school 
for your time and effort? 
46. Do organized groups of students attend community theatre plays? 
47. Do organized groups of students attend professional theatre plays? 
52. Does your school offer basic acting? · 
53. Does your school offer advanced acting? 
54. Does your school offer stagecraft? 
56. Do you have a special theatre classroom or a theatre which is reserved 
primarily for performing arts? 
Teacher Preparation 
1. Do you teach theatre courses exclusively? 
12. Does your state teaching credentials certify you to teach theatre? 
13. HB.ve you eve1' }18..dicipated d.S an actoi:, director of teclmiciru1 in college, 
community_or professional theatre? 
14. Have you attended more than 20 professional theatre productions in the past 
two years? · 
15. Have you attended more than 20 non-professional theatre productions in the 
two years? 
16. As an undergraduate, was your major in Theatre? 
18. If you have a master's degree, is it in Theatre? (This is worth. two points.) 
20. Do you have more than 12 undergraduate semester hours in Play Directing and 
Production? 
21. Do you have more than 12 undergraduate semester hours in Acting? 
22. Do you have more than 12 undergraduate ·semester hours in Technical Theatre 
and Design? 
23. Do you have more than 12 undergraduate semester hours in Theatre History, 
Dramatic Literature and Criticism? 
24. Is there more than one other teacher in your school who has specific pre-
paration in. Theatre? 
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Limi ta tiorrs of this Report 
There are certain limitations inherent in this report, as there are in any 
report which relies on surveys and statistics. The reader must either accept 
the limitations or keep them in mind. The statistical tables were presented in 
detail to allow the reader to draw other inferences. 
Since only one-.of-every three questionnaires were returned, one does not 
know if the group comprising the other two-thirds is similiar or different from 
those who responded. (Since a record was kept of the responses, it is possible 
to report that many of the non-respondents were small schools with presumed 
weak or non-existent programs.) However, the reader will be impressed with the 
similiarities between this report and the earlier national study by Peluso, leading 
to tht:: conclusion th&.t the cu1Tent report is at least as valid as the earlier sfody. 
In making comparisions with the national statistics, a factor of time--five to 
six years--has been introduced, and where there are significant differences, it 
is difficult to know if those differences should be attributed to time or to reasons 
intrinsic to Ohio~ 
Finally, it is well to remember that there is no such thing as a 11 typical" or 
"average" school or teacher, that this is merely a statistical device which 
simplifies discussion. 
· This report con.cludes with Section IV .. a summary of findings and conclusions. 
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II 
THEATRE IN THE TYPICAL OHIO HIGH SCHOOL 
A. The High School 
The majority of Ohio high schools enroll less than 750 students, while 10 
per cent of the schools serve student bodies with enrollments in excess of 2000. 
The average Ohio high school, as computed from the statistics of this survey, 
has an enrollment of 986 students. The national average, as computed from 
the stati~tics of the 1970 Peluso report, has an average of 743 students, a 
difference of 32. 7 per cent. 
TABLE 1 
(1) Check category which includes your total current enrollment 
for grades 9 and above: 
OHIO NATION 
No. % No. % 
Under 499 . 90 1.31.4 734 54.3 
500-749 50 17.4 216 16.0 
750-999 45 15.7 120 8.9 
1,000-1,999 72 25-.1 192 14 .2 
2,000 and over 30 10.5 90 6.7 
Nearly 57 per cent of the schools are located in either urban or suburban areas, 
while only 38 per cent are classified as rural schools. Ohio, compared to the 
national average, has a much small pe~centage of rural high schools. 
TABLE 2 
I 
(2) Indicate tyP.c of area in which your school is located: 
OHIO NATION 
No. % No. ' 
Urban 53 18.3 279 20.G 
Suburban 112 38.6 318 23. 5 
Rural 111 38.3 714 52.8 
Othe.r 14 4,0 41 3.0 
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Four out of every five high schools are public with one out of five controlled 
by private or religious organizations. statistics that are virtually identical to 
the national average. 
TABLE 3 
[3) Indicate general category of your school: 
OHIO NATION 
No. % No. % 
Public !IS 194 66.7 
Public JHS/HS 40 13.7 
TOTAL PUBLIC 234 80.4 1,095 81.0 
Parochial HS 36 12.4 
Parochial llS/JllS 2 .7 
Private . 19. 6.5 
TOTAL PRIVATE 57 19.6 257 19.0 
More than three of every four Ohio high schools report in th.is survey the 
existence of a drama club or similar activity. and in 77 per cent of the cases, 
responsibility is centered in one academic department. which is most likely to 
be English. In Ohio and in the nation, drama activities will be found in the depart-
ments of Drama. Speech or English in 90% of the cases. 
'l'ABLE 4 
[4) Do you have a drama club or similar activity in your school? 
Yes 
No 
TABLE 5 
OHIO NATION 
No. % 
224 77 .2 
61 21.0 
No. % 
848 62.7 
504 37.l 
(5) Is the rcsponsibili ty for most of'. your school's curricular 
and/or co-curricular progr<ims in thc<itrc and dramatic arts . 
·concentrated in one academic department? 
OHIO NATION 
.. 
No. ' No. % ' -
Yes 226 77. 7 910 67.3 
No 52 17.9 438 32.3 
N/A 12 4.1 4 .3 
l· 
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Tl\.DLE 6 
(6] Indicate the acade111i.c dcp<1rtmcnt which bent describes the one 
which your school's the.:itrc and drama activity in assigned: 
01110 Nl\.TION 
No. % No. % 
Drama (Theatre or Dram<1tics) 30 12.7 122 13 .4 
Speech (Speech and 'l'heatre 45 19.0 248 27.3 
or dram.:itics) 
English 134 56.5 475 52.2 
Humanities 0 o.o 13 1.4 
Performing or Fine Arts 9 3.8 23 2.5 
Integrated l\r ts 1 .4 8 .9 
Language Arts 11 4.6 23 2.5 
Other 7 3.0 15 1.6 
B. The Theatre Teacher 
On the average, less than 17 per cent of the Ohio high school teachers of 
theatre have more than 12 undergraduate college credits in selected areas of theatre. 
One of every four teachers has had no training in theatre. The theatre teacher has 
received the least training in technical theatre and design subjects, and the most 
in dramatic literature and theatre history. 
TABLE 7 
(20,21,22,23] Indicate the approximate number of semester hours 
of credit you have ha.d at the undergraduate level in the following 
areas: 
OHIO 
1-3 4-12 More than No 
Credit Hrs. Credit Hrs. 12 Credi ts Credit Hrs. 
No. % No. % No. % No. i 
Play Directing & 37 13.3 102 36.6 65 23.3 75 26.9 
Production 
Acting 50 17.7 107 37.9 46 16.3 79 28.0 
Technical Theatre 
& De.sign .55. 19.8 - 96 34.5 31 . 1L2· 96 34.5 
Theatre History, 
Dramatic Literature 
& Criticism 47 16.8 135 48.4 55 19.7 42 15.l 
NATION 
1-3 4-12 More than No 
Credit Hrs. Credit Hrs 12 Credit~ Cr.edit Hrs. 
No. i No. % No. % No. % 
Play Directing & 205 15.l 370 27.3 124 11.8 353 33.6 
Production 
Acting 216 21.4 328 32.5 132 13.l 333 33.0 
Technical Theatre 
& Design 
1 
228 23.9 283 29.7 58 6.1 382 40.2 
Theatre History, 
Dramatic I,itcrature 
' Criticism 223 24.4 294 32.2 175 19.2 220 24.1 
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Typically. the Ohio teacher of theatre is most often called upon to teach courses 
in theatre and speech (38. 1 per cent) while only one of twenty teach theatre or 
dramatic arts exclusively. However, a large number of persons (18 per cent) in 
charge of the dramatic programs teach English/Language arts courses exclusively. 
TABLE 8 
[7] Indicate one or more of the st<ltemcnts below which best 
describes what you do with respect to theatre in your school: 
OHIO NATION 
No.* % 
Teach theatre or dramatic arts 13 4.5 
courses ex cl usi vely. 
Teach both the<ltre and speech courses 111 38.1 
Teach theatre courses plus other 85 29.2 
courses (not including speech) 
'l'each speech courses cxclusi vely 20 6. 8 
'Do not teach any theatre or spee'ch 26' 8·.9 
courses 
Supervise co-curricular drama club 
Direct all plays a.nd musicals presented 
Direct some of the plays and musicals 
presented 
Tea.ch exclusively English/Language arts 53 18.2 
courses 
54 4.0 
303 22.4 
330 24.4 
214 15.8 
357 26.4 
607 44.9 
606 44.8 
465 34.4 
* .c::-.1. .Lt.:Sf11JnJuuL:; li"1 Vhio 
** 1352 respondants nationally 
Most of the teachers have credentials which certify them to teach English (77 
per cent). Speech -(66 per cent). and Theatre (37 per cent). [However, one 'must 
remember that in Ohio, the term "Speech" is often used generically to include 
theatre]. 
TABLE 9 
(12) Indicate which supjects your state teaching credentials 
certify you to teach: 
OHIO NJ\ TI ON 
No. ·% No. % 
Speech 192. 66.0 695 51.4 
Theatre 107 36.8 428 31. 7 
English 225 77 .3 ios1 77. 7 
Music 14 4.B 97 7.2 
History or Socio.l Studies 37 12.7 347 25.7 
Fine or Visual 1\rts 6 2.1 68 s.o 
Foreign Languages 25 8.5 68 12.4 
Other 46 15.S 274 20.3 
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The high school teacher in Ohio, if typical, has been teaching for about 8. 9 
years (national average: 8. 7) and has been in the present school for 10 years 
(national average: 6 years). He or she has been working with theatre programs 
for 7. 7 years (compared to the national average of 6. 7' years). 
TABLE 10 
[8, 9, 10) Indicate the approximate number of years you have been 
involved in full-time teachinq in each of the activities listed 
below: 
OHIO 
1-2 3-7 8-14 15 or more 
years years years years 
No. % No. % No. % No. % 
Teaching 42 14.4 108 37.1 83 28.5 56 19.2 
Teaching in 
present school 67 23.0 128 96.2 69 . 23. 7 26 8.9 
Working with Theatre 
progrc:ms in High School 49 16.8 133 4.5. 7 65 22 .3 41 14.1 
NATION 
1-2 3-7 8-14 15 or more 
years years years years 
No. % No. % . No. % No. '!. 
Teaching 273 20.l 427 31:. 5 300 22.l 288 21.3 
Teaching in 
8.7 present school 508 37.5 477 35.2 208 15.4 118 
Working with Theatre 
programs in High School 374 27.6 489 36.1 207 15.3 150 11.0 
The chances are good that our teacher of dramatics had experience as an 
actor, director or technician in play production o~ the college level. One of every 
five teachers report professional experience, compared to one of every eight on 
the national level. In general, the Ohio teacher has had more experience than 'the 
average national teacher. 
TABLE 11 
[13) Indicate if you have ever participated actively in any of 
the following kinds of theatre (i.e. actor, director, technician, 
etc.) 
College or University Theatre 
Community.Theatre 
Professional Theatre 
10 
OHIO NATION 
No. % 
220 75.6 
158 54.3 
57 19.6 
No. 
881 
553 
172 
% 
65.2 
39.4 
12.7 
Sixty-two per cent of the teachers report that they have seen five or more 
professional plays within the past two years, compared to 54 per cent nationally. 
Slightly more teachers (6 5 per cent) have seen five or more non-professional pro-
ductions. 
TABLE 12 
(14) Indicate the number of professional theatre productions you 
have attended in the past two years: 
OHIO NATION 
No. % No. % 
More than 20 44 15.2 151 11.l 
10-19 52 17.9 245 18.l 
5-9 85 29.3 340 25.l 
1-4 89 . 30. 7 445 32.9 
None 20 6.9 146 10.7 
TABLE 13. 
(15] Indicate the number of non-professional theatre productions 
you have attended in the past two years: 
More than 20 
10-19 
5-9 
1-4 
None 
No. 
38 
70 
82 
95 
6 
OHIO 
% 
13.l 
24.l 
28.2 
32.6 
2.1 
The chances are nearly twice as good in Ohio than on the national scene that 
the theatre teacher would have an undergraduate major in Theatre. and yet only 
one of every four Ohio teachers were theatre majors. However .• since the term 
"Speech". as used by the Ohio State Department of Education. does include Theatre, 
' it may be more accurate to lump Speech and Theatre together. Thus, in Ohio. 60 
per cent had undergraduate majors in either Speech or Theatre, compared to 22 
per cent nationally. Significantly, fewer teachers of dramatics in Ohio had under-
graduate majors in English. compared to the national figures (34 per cent to 41 
per cent). 
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TABLE 14 
(16) Indicate the undergraduate major and minor of your bachelors 
degree. If you have a m.:is te r' s degree, check the area of concentration 
01110 
eachelor Bachelor Master's 
!-lajor Minor 
No. % No. i No. 't 
Education 41 14.l 20 7.5 23 20.7 
English 99 34 .o 97 36. 3 19 17.1 
'l'hcatrc 65 22.3 18 6.7 33 2'). 7 
Speech 112 38.4 32 12.0 10 9.0 
Fine arts 9 3.1 6 2.2 3 2.7 
Music 10 3.4 7 2.6 4 3.6 
Conununications 5 1. 7 8 3.0 3 2.7 
Other 43 14 .8 77 28.8 16 14.4 
'i 
NATION 
Bachelor Bachelor Master's 
Major Minor 
No. % No. % No. % 
Education 111 8.2 138 10.2 106 7.8 
English 528 39 .o 276 20.4 137 10.l 
Theatre 184 13.6 104 7.6 90 6.6 
Speech 101 7 .·4 121 8.9 28 2.0 
Fine arts 21 1.5 23 l. 7 9 .6 
Music 38 2.8 23 l. 7 14 1.0 
Communications l .1 5 .3 4 .2 
Other 296 21.8 331· 24.4 !14 6.2 
N/A 72 5.3 331 24.4 880 65.0 
Our average teacher has no other theatre-trained person to work with; however, 
he or she will frequently call upon teachers from other disciplines. The most fre-
quently called upon is the music teacher, reflecting the popularity of musical pro-
ductions. The Industrial Arts and Visual Arts teachers are called upon with the 
same frequency as the Speech teacher·. 
TABLE 15 
(24) Indicate the number of other teachers on your faculty who 
·have specific preparation in theatre and are invo~ved·with • 
·curricular and/or co-curricular theatre programs in your school. 
OHIO NATION 
No. ' No. ' 
0 176 61.l 624 54,8 
1 70 24.3 284 24,9 
2 28 9.7 134 11,8 
3 10 3.5 58 5.1 
4 l .3 23 2.0 
5 l .3 7 .6 
6 l .3 2 ,1 
7 ,or more l .• 3 7 .6 
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TAllLE 16 
(26) Indicate below if teachers from any of the subject areas 
listed arc involved with co-curricular theatre activity, such 
as play production: · 
OHIO NATION 
No. % No. % 
Industrial Arts 40 13. 7 200 14.8 
English 74 25.4 527 39.0 
Music 118 40.5 397 29.4 
Home Economics 17 5.8 113 8.3 
Visual (Fine) Arts 40 13. 7 166 12.2 
Physical Ed., dance 7 2.4 100 7.3 
Speech 39 13.4 268 19.8 
Other 47 16.2 145 10.7 
C. The Play Production Program 
The average director of dramatics in the Ohio high school does not have to 
direct. the traditional "class-play", compared to his /her national counterpart. 
The typical play production schedule calls for one musical and one and one-half 
full-length non-musicals, in addition to two one-act plays. Well over half of the 
schoois do not produce any piays for pre-secondary school children. Iviost 
COillmonly each play is presented for two performances. However, the total 
number of perfor:r;nances for all plays is 2. 6 5 compared to 2. 16 performances 
nationally. TABLE 17 
(32) Docs your school present the "class play"? 
Yes 
No 
TABLE.l8 
OHIO NATION 
No. % 
74 25.6 
215 74.4 
No. % 
663 49.0 
681 50.4 
(27,28,29,30) Indicate the average number of theatrical pro-
ductions your school presents annually in each category: 
Musicals 
Full-length plays 
One-Act Plays 
Plays for prc-
secondary school 
children 
Musicals 
Full-length plays 
One-Act Plays 
Plays for pre-
secondary school 
children 
OUIO 
l 
49.3 
35.3 
17.8 
26.7 
NAT IO~ 
59.9 
41.2 
66.2 
32. 6 
2 
3.8 
39.8 
13.2 
5.2 
6.3 
44.6 
23.7 
3 
.3 
8.0 
12.9 
1.4 
,8 
5.8 
16.8 
2.8 
4/morcl None 
• 3 
2.8 
10.8 
3.9 
.3 
1.6 
17.7 
5.1 
46.2 
14.2 
45.3 
63.5 
31.9 
6.3 
13.l 
46.0 
--. 
TABLE 19 
(31) Indicate the number of performances you usually present of 
each production which is open to the public: 
OHIO NATION 
.No. % No. % 
1 36 12.6 318 25.6 
2 154 54.0 593 47.8 
3 70 24.6 226 . 18 .2 
4 19 6.7 66 5.3 
5 1 .4 17 1.4 
6 4 1.4 7 .6 
7 0 o.o 0 o.o 
0·or more l .4 13 · i.o 
The average muscial play budget is computed· at $901. 87 compared to $315 for 
the non:.musical full-length play. Eleven per cent of the schools reported that 
their musicals are budgeted at $2500 or more. The national statistics repro-
duced below are pre-inflationary and cannot be fairly compared. The computed 
average for the musical play, as reported by Peluso, was $300, with $150 the 
budget for the non-musical play. If there are any profits from the plays, the 
chances are seven or ten that they are returned to the theatre program, a 
statistic significantly improved from the earlier national report. 
TABLE 20 
(33,34) Indicate the category which includes your average pro-
.duction.expense budget for both.musical and non-musical plays: 
OHIO 
Up to $151- $301- $500- $1001- $2500-
$500 300 500 1000 2500 more 
Musical plays 8.5 9.4 14.6 27.8 27.8 11.8 
Non-musical full-
length plays 24.9 34.6 31.2 7.4 1.9 
NATION 
Musical plays 26.7 18.9 15.7 20.7 12.7 5.2 . 
Non-musical full-
length plays 57.8 26.4 10.3 4.1 1.3 .l 
TABLE 21 
(35) If there are any profits from play performances, do they · 
normally go back into the theatre program? 
OHIO NATION 
No. ' No. % 
Yes 199 70.3 483 41. 4 
No 50 17.7 447 38.3 
Sometimes 34 12.0 237 20.3 
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The payment of royalities has an effect on the selection of plays, with 69 per 
cent of the Ohio teachers reporting royali.ties affect their choices "sometimes" 
or "frequently". There is no significant change from the national response to 
these two questions. 
TABLE 22 
[39] Indicate the statement below which best indicates how the 
size of royalty affects the selection of plays to be produced 
in your school: 
High royalties never 
prevent us from doing 
a play we want to do 
High royalties sometimes 
have an influence on 
whether or not we. 
produce a play 
High royalties frequently 
prohibit our producing a 
play we would like to do 
We do not oroduce 
royalty pl~ys (or N/A) 
OHIO NATION 
No. ' No. ' 
BO 28.0 269 19.9 
120 42.0 540 39.9 
78 27.3 438 32.4 
8 2.8 105 7.8 
A vast majority of the directors of dramatics receive extra financial com-
pensation for their play production activities, a very significant improvement from 
the figures reported by Peluso in 1970. The number of teachers who received no 
special compensation of any kind declined from 37. 9 per cent in 1970 to only 12. 3 
per cent in Ohio in 1975. 
TABLE 23 
[40] Indicate one statement below that best describes how your 
school compensates teachers for their work. in play production: 
OHIO NATION 
No. ' No.· ' 
Reduction in classroom teaching load 2 .7 56 4.3 
Extra financial compcnsution (beyond 
regulnr annual salary for classroom 
·teaching) 239 83.9 713 55.1 
Combin<ition of extra financial 
componsntion and reduction in 
teaching land 9 3.2 34 2.6 
No special compensation of any kind 35 12.3 491. 37.9 
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The statistics that reveal the degree of student involvement in the high school 
play production program parallel the national findings. Participation is most 
likely to come in design or technical areas. Over half. the schools allow their 
students directing experience "occasionally". The number of Ohio schools that 
"never" permit this activity by students is one-third less than the national average. 
TABLE 24 
(36, 37, _38] Are students in your school ever given the opportinity 
to: 
OHIO NATION 
No. % No. % 
Direct Plays 
Frequently 52 18.l 183 14.6 
Occasionally 165 57.3 607 48.6 
Never 70 24.3 460 36.8 
Desi<]n Settin9.s, etc. 
Frequently 143 49.8 592 46.8 
Occasionally 121 42.2 534 42.3 
Never 23 8.0 137 10.8 
Have "live" productions 
of C!'.'isri.:1:?.l ............. ~ . ' .... ~~ ................. t;:'- .... 
Frcyucntly 20 7.0 95 7.6 
Occasionally 121 42.6 4 82 38.8 
Never 143 50.4 666 53.6 
D. Play Festivals and Contests 
While more than half of the Ohio teachers approve of competitive play contests 
or tournaments, ·nearly three of four approve when the contest/tournament is ~ 
competitive, attitudes that closely follow those of_ the typical national teacher. Only 
68 schools reported that they participated in one-act play contests during the past 
five years, and only ten schools reported that were active during each of the past 
five years. 
[The percentage of Ohio schools that do not participate in contests are virtually 
identical to the Peluso statistics for Ohio, Indiana, Illinois and Michigan in 1970. 
However, the middle United States, from Texas to Minnesota, and Colorado to Iowa, 
have a participation rate more than double that of Ohio. J 
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TABLE 25 
(43) In general how do you feel avout competitive play contests 
or tournaments? 
OHIO NATION 
No. % No, % 
Approve 158' 54.7 790 61.0 
Disapprove 57 19.7 258 19.9 
No Opinion 74 25.6 247 19.1 
TABLE 26 
(44] In general how do you feel about non-competitive play 
contests or tournaments? 
Approve 
Disapprove 
No Opinion 
TABLE 27 
OHIO 
No. % 
214 74.0 
15 5.2 
58 20.1 
NJ\ TI ON 
No. 
916 
58 
292 
% 
72 .3 
4.6 
23.1 
(41] Indicate if your school participates in any of the following 
kinds of competitive drama contests or tournaments: 
OHIO 
No. % 
Local contest 44 14.4 
State contest 22 . 7 .2 
District, regional or sectional 35 11.4 
Do not participate 204 66.9 
TABLE 28 
(42) If you school docs parttcipate 
hos many times has it entered· in the 
in play contests 
past five years? 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
None 
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NATION 
No. % 
147 10.9 
52 3.8 
104 7.7 
958 70.9 
or festivals, 
OHIO 
No. % 
24 14.5 
15 9,0 
9 5.4 
10 6.0 
10 6.0 
98 59.0 
An impressive number of teachers indicate that organized groups of students 
arc ta.ken to performances of plays by college, community and professional theatre 
companies. The greater population density and the shorter travel distances in 
Ohio account in part for the improvement over the national averages. 
TABLE 29 
(44,45,46] Do organized groups of students from your school attend 
plays performed by: 
OllIO NATION 
Yes Yes No 
No. No. % No. No. % 
College or 
University 
'l'hea tre Co. 217 74.8 72 24.8 800 60.3 527 39.7 
Communit:X: 
'l"hea tre Co. 158 54.5 132 45.5 467 35.2 858 64.7 
Professional 
Theatre co. 167 58.0 121 42.0 628 47.2 702 52.8 
E •. The Theatre Curriculum 
The Ohio high schooJ the8tre curriculum is more advanced than that reported 
for a typical national high school by Peluso. Over half the reporting schools in-
dica.ted an introductory course, twice the national average. However, even though 
substantfally more Ohio schools offered courses in acting, advanced acting and 
stagecraft, the number of schools so doing are less than half of the total number 
of schools responding. 
TABLE 30 
(49, 52, 53, 54, 55) Docs your school offer the following c.our.ses 
· in its curriculum? 
OHIO NAT!ON 
No. ' No. ' 
Overview course 
trntro, Survey) 169 58.5 362 26.B 
Dasie Acting 125 43 .9 2 37 17.5 
Advanced Acting 47 17.3 78 5.8 
Technical" (Staqecraft) 74 26.l 111 B.2 
Advanced •rcchnic.:il 17 1. 3 
Advanced Staqecraft 8 2.7 
Directing 13 4.5 
.Stage M.:ikcup 7 2.4 
Other 53 18.2 
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Three times out of four, when a high school offers an introductory class, 
it is a one-semester, or half-year course, meeting five days a week. 
TABLE 31 
If your school docs offer a general overview course in theatre 
such as "Introduction to Theatre" or "Survey of Drama", 
indicate below: 
OHIO NATION 
No. % No. % 
Is it a half-year course 122 73.9 184 
Is it a full-year course 40 24.2 170 
It meets once a week 4 2.3 14 3.9 
It meets twice a week 5 2.9 • 17 4.7 
It meets three times a week 6 3.5 27 7.5 
I't meets four times· a wceK· 41 23.8 30 8.3 
It meets five times a week 116 67.4 274 75.7 
One-half of the Ohio high schools do not provide opportunities or encourage 
their students to gain knowledge and skills outside their school by participating 
with other theatre groups. But, when they do, it will, most likely, be with a 
community theatre rather than with a college or university. Experiences with 
professional theatre are minimal. 
TABLE 32 
(48] Does your school provide and/or encourage opportunities for 
students to work with other theatre groups? 
I~. Theatre Facilities 
None 
College/University 
Community 
Professional 
Other Schools 
OHIO 
No. % 
144 
51 
112 
18 
27 
49.5 
17.5 
38.5 
6.2 
9.3 
In Ohio the teacher of. theatre is 'three times more likely to teach in a regular 
classroom as opposed to a special theatre classroom. Plays are produced generally 
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in a combination auditorium/ gymnasium or in a theatre reserved primarily for 
performing arts. The multi-purpose auditorium is the most probable place of 
performance for the typical national high school. 
TABLE 33 
(56] Indicate which of the following facilities you use for 
theatre classes: 
OHIO NATION 
No. i• No. \ ++ 
Regular classroom 133 45.7 438 89. 8 
Special Thontre class room 43 14. 8 104 21.3 
Theatre reserved primarily for 53 18.2 134 27.5 
performing arts 
Multi-purpose auditorium, 39 13.4 276 56.6 
cafetorium, combination 
auditorium/gynmasium 
Other 10 3.4 52 10.7 
+Percentage computed on 291, the number of respondent·teachers. 
++ Percentage computed on 488, the number of respondent teachP.rs 
reporting that theatre courses are offered in their schools. 
TABLE 34 
[57] Indicate which of the following facilities you use for play 
' production and performance: 
OHIO NATION 
No. \ No. \ 
Multi-purpose auditorium 68 23.7 541 4 3 .4 
'l'heatre reserved primarily 84 29.3 227 18.2 
for performing nrts 
Cafetorium 17 5.9 93 7.5 
Combination auditorium/ 92 32.1 425 34.1 
gynmasium 
Special theatre classroom 10 3.5 53 4~3 
Other 14 4.9 117 9.4 
The average ;:i.ge of the principal production facilities is nearly 21 years old, 
six-year:s older than the average age reported by Peluso (20. 7% compared to 15. 9%). 
Approximately one·-half of the facilities were constructed or renovated in the past. 
14 years. 
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TABLE 35 
(58] Indicate the number of years since your principul facility 
for theatrical productions was constructed or underwent major 
renovation: 
OHIO NATION 
No. % No. % 
1-4 years ago 32 11.6 249 20.9 
5-9 years ago 53 19 .l 249 20.9 
10-14 years ago 60 21. 7 258 21.G 
15-19 years ago· 31 11.2 117 9 .8 
20-29 years ago 31 11.2 101 a.5 
30-39 years ago 16 5.8 115 9.6 
40-49 years ago 18 6.5 60 5.0 
50 or more years ago 35 12.6 44 3.7 
The theatres are not lavishly equipped, on the whole. Most have dimming 
equipment and scen~ry/properties storage space, but less than half have 12 spot-
lights, and only one in four are able to fly scenery. Less than one in five schools 
can claim to have as much wing space as they have stage space. 
G. 
TABLE 36 
{59} !~Ci::;~tc ~:hi::h of the foll·v·wing uz-«S 1.:--,clude~ ir1 you1· 
·facilities for play production and performance: 
OHIO NATION 
No. % No. % 
Equipment for dimming lights 199 68.4 810 59.9 
Twelve or more spotlights 142 48.8 519 38.4 
Equipment for flying scenery/drops 74 25 .4 241 17.8 
Total wing space approximately 55 18.9 303 22.4 
equal in area to stage space 
Scenery and properties construction 38 13.l 186 13. 7 
shop 
Dressing rooms 94 32.3 508 37.6 
Costume storage space 130 44.7 494 36.5 
Scenery ~nd properties storage space 166 57.0 674 42.9 
Teacher Attitudes 
The Ohio Theatre teacher gives the highest marks for co-operation to the 
school administration, as was true.in the Peluso report. However, the range of 
responses from the lowest to the higµest is relatively small. indicating that the co-
operation received is sat'i~factory for all rated groups, but not outstanding. 
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'l'ABLE 37 
(61 62, 63, 64, 65] Rate the ·cooperation you get for your total 
thc;tre program from each of the following sources by indicating 
a number for 5 (excellent) to 1 (poor) : 
School administration 
Other faculty members 
General student body· 
General conununity 
Local community theatre 
(if there is one) 
OHIO 
Mean Score 
3.25 
3.09 
3.12 
2.94 
3.20 
Rank 
1 
4 
3 
5 
2 
NATION 
Mean Score Rank 
4.03 1 
3.48 3 
3.64 2 
3.26 4 
3.02 5 
To strengthen his/her program, the teacher feels the greatest need for im-
proved play production, facilities and secondly for expansion or introd¥ction of 
courses into the curriculum. Increase of play production funds was also cited 
as the third most important need. These attitudes coincide exactly with the 
national opinions. There is little felt need for students to work with other theatre 
organizations, and no need to increase opportunities to attend theatrical productions. 
TABLE 38 
[60] Indicate the three items on the list below that you feel 
would be most helpful in strengthening your total theatre program: 
Opportunities for theatre 
teachers to participate 
in training programs with 
accomplished theatre 
No. 
OHIO 
·% Rank 
practitioners 75 25.8 6 
More opportunities for 
students to attend 
outstanding theatrical 
productions 74 25.4 7 
More funds available for 
your play production 
activities 137 47.1 3 
Additional theatre-trained 
faculty 98 33.7 4 
Improved facilities for 
play production and 
theatre classes 197 67. 7 l 
Opportunities for students 
to participate in work-
shops or seminars guided 
by accomplished theatre 
practioners 78 2-6.8 -5 
Expansion (or 1 
of theatre courses into 
your school cutriculum .142 49;9 2 
Opportunities for students 
to work with local "out-
of-school" theatre 
organizationa 33 11.3 8 
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No. 
445 
488 
544 
4 79 
843 
462 
715 
202 
NATION 
% 
32.9 
36.1 
40.2 
35.4 
62.4 
34 .2 
52.9 
14.9 
Rank 
7 
4 
3 
5 
1 
6 
2 
8 
When asked what services a professional association might offer that would 
be of benefit to their high school, the teachers asked first for information about 
methods of simplified scenic and costume design. They least-needed information 
about recent theatre research. While they also asked for regular information 
about imaginative theatre programs in other high schools, they expressed little 
desire for information about new developments in acting and directing. 
TABLE 39 
[66] ·Below is a list of services which a professional association 
in theatre might offer. Indicate the three which you feel would be 
most helpful to you. 
OHIO NATION 
No. % Rank No. % 
Regular information about 
imaginative theatre pro-
grams in other high 
schools 145 49.8 2 
Play lists and evaluations 
of new plays for high 
schools 143 49.l 4 
Infonn«tion about how to 
produce and direct 
specific plays 79 27.l 6 
Information about methods 
of simplified scenic and 
cos turne design 149 51. 2 1 
Conferences, seminars, 
workshops related to 
theatre education and 
production 144 49.5 3 
Information about new 
developments in directing 
and acting technic1ues 76 26 .l 7 
Abstracts o( recent educa-
tional theatre research 
findings 18 6.2 8 
Information about textbooks 
and ·publications of value 
to high school tJieatre 
teachers and students 91 31.3 5 
674 .49.9 
612 ~j.3 
465 34.4 
581 43.0 
541 40.0 
367 27.l 
112 8.3 
390 28.8 
Rank 
l 
.. ... 
5 
3 
4 
7 
8 
6 
When asked how colleges and universities could be of service, the Ohio 
teachers asked for conferences, seminars and workshops relating to theatre 
education and production. 
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TABLE 40 
(67) Below is a list of services which a college or university 
theatre might offer. Indicate the three which you feel would be 
most helpful to you: 
No. 
Regular information about imaginative 117 
theatre programs in other high schools 
Play lists and evaluations of ricw plays 104 
for high schools 
Information about how to produce and direct 83 
. spcci f ic plays 
Information about methods of simplified 132 
scenic and costume clesiqn 
Conferences, seminars, workshops related 167 
to theatre etlucatiori and production 
Information about new developments· in 97 
directing and acting techniques 
Abstracts of recent educational theatre 39 
ru~earch findings 
Information about textbooks and publica- 75 
tions of value to high school theatre· 
teachers and students 
OHIO 
' Rank 
40.2 3 
35.7 4 
28.5 6 
45.4 2 
57.4 1 
33.3 5 
13.4 8 
25.8 7 
The responding teachers apparently feel somewhat optimistic about the change 
tn activity in their schools in the past two years. Theatre activities are at least 
k('(~ping pace with increased activity in speech, with nearly 60% of the teachers 
rPportine morler;:ite or .st:rone increases. 
TABLE 41 
(74) !las there been any significant change.in the amount of arts 
and/or speech a.ctivity in your school in the past 2-3 years? 
Strong increase 
Moderate increase 
None 
Moderate decrease 
Strong decrease 
TABLE 42 
No. 
53 
116 
85 
22 
13 
(75) !las there been <lnY siqnificant change in the amount of 
theatre activity in your school in the past 2-3 years? 
Strong increase 
Moderate increase 
None 
Moderate decrease 
Strong decrease 
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No. 
65 
107 
85 
24 
6 
' 
18.3 
40.l 
29.4 
7.6 
4.5 
' 
22.6 
37.3 
29.6 
8.4 
2.1 
Finally, the Ohio theatre teachers tend to agree with the typical national 
teachers in knowing what his /her theatre program _is about. Virtually every 
responding teacher listed as an important reason for theatre -- the growth in 
self-confidence and self-understanding of the student. 
There is apparently a significant shift in teaching theatre for the potential 
benefit of student as a leisure-time activity, reflecting, perhaps, a growing 
perception that future Americans will contend with increased non-work time. 
TABLE 43 
i68, 69, 70, 71, 72) Indicate whether or not you think the 
following arc valid reasons for high schools to be concerned 
with theatre and dramatic arts: 
OHIO Nl\'l'ION 
%* Rank Mean Rank 
To identify and develop talent 82.0 s 
lu . Lht.: L.i!Cd L! e clL' ts 
To provide experiences which will 95.8 2 
help increase the studOnt's 
understanding of others 
To enable students to grow in self- 99.3 ~ 
confidence and self-understanding 
To provide students with a deep and 73.0 6 
profound experience of theatre 
To develop taste for the appreciation 93.4 3 
of excellence in theatre 
To provide instruction so that 86.2 4 
students can eventually participate 
in theatre as a leisure time 
activity 
2.74 5 
4 .43 2 
5 .09 1 
2.78 4 
3. 74 3 
2.36 6 
* % of yes responses 
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III 
THEATRE IN THE AVERAGE "STRONG" OHIO HIGH SCHOOL 
A. The High School 
The average "strong" or "AA" Ohio High School has a computed ei;irollment of 
1362 students, or 38 per cent larger than the average Ohio high school. While 
only 11 per cent of the smallest high schools qualified as "AA", 20 per cent of the 
schoolS between 500 and 999 are classified as "AA 11 • The percentage rises to 40 
per cent for schools with enrollments between 1000 and 1999, while 53 per cent 
of schools with 2000 or more students are typed rrAA". 
TABLE 44 
[l] Check category which includes your total current enrollment 
for grades. 9 and above: 
OHIO NATION 
"AA" Jill "AA" All 
% % % t 
Under 499 13.3 31. 4 19.9 54.3 
500-749 13.3 17.4 17.7 16.0 
750-999 12.0 15.7 13.l 8 .9 . 
1000-1999 40.0 25.l 30.9 14.2 
2000 and over 21.3 10.5 18.3 6.7 
% of size category that qualifies as: 
Upper ·Middle Lower 
25% 50% · 2si· 
Under 499 11.1 34 .4 54. 4 
500-749 20.0 46.0 . :?4. 0 
750-999 20.0 60.0 20 .o 
1000-1999 41. 7 47.2 11.l 
2000 and over 53.3 40.0 -0.1 
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The "AA" school is much more likely to be located in a suburban area than in 
comparison to the national "AA" school. However, in Ohio while 34% of the urban 
schools proved to be "AA" schools, only 35. 7% of the suburban schools proved to 
be "AA". 
TABLE 45 
(2) Check type of area in which your school is located: 
OHIO 
"AA" 
' 
Urban 24.0 
Suburban ·53 .3 
Rural 18.7 
Other 4.0 
\ of school location that qualifies as: 
Urban 
Suburban 
Rural 
Other 
Upper 
25% 
34.0 
35.7 
12.6 
21.4 
NATION 
All "AA" All 
' ' ' 
18.3 29.7 20.6 
38.6 39.1 23.5 
38.3 28.7 57.8 
4.8 2.4 2.8 
Middle Lower 
50% 
49.l 
50.0 
39.6 
21.4 
25% 
17.0 
14.3 
47.7 
57.l 
The average "AA" theatre program is found ·in a public school, but the ratio of 
public-to-private/parochial is in favor of the private/parochial school when com-
pared to the national statistics. That is, there is a significantly larger percentage 
of "AA" private/parochial high schools in Ohio than in the national statistics. 
TABLE 46 
[3) -Indicate general category of your school: 
OHIO NATION 
Public high school 
Public junior/senior HS 
Total public 
Parochial high school 
Parochial junior/senior IIB 
Private 
Total private 
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•AA" 
' 12.0 
6.7 
78.8 
10.7 
1.0 
10.7 
22.4 
ALL 
' 66.7 
13.7 
80.4 
12.4 
.• 7 
6.5 
19.6 
"AA" ALL 
' i 
84 .1 81.0 
15.9 19.0 
A drama club will be found in 92% of the "AA" schools, and the responsibility 
for the school's curricular program is centered in one academic department in 
87% of the cases. Dramatic activity is only slightly more often found in Drama 
than i.n the average school, and only slightly less often in Speech. English is still 
the dominant academic discipline for theatre activities, a situation that is signif-
icantly different than with the national "AA" school. 
However, regardless of whether a school is "AA" or Average, Ohio or National, 
the chances are less than one-in-ten that dramatic activities will be centered in a 
department other than Drama, Speech or English. 
TABLE 47 
[4) Do you have a drama club or similar activity in your school? 
Yes 
No 
'l'ABI.E 48 
OllIO 
"AA" ALL 
i % 
92.0 77 .2 
6. 7 21.0 
[5) Is responsibility for most of your school's curricular and/or 
co··curricular programs in theatre and dramatic arts concentrated 
in one academic department? 
OHIO NA'l'ION 
Yes 
No 
N/A 
TABLE 49 
"AA" 
' 86.7 
19.2 
o.o 
ALL 
% 
77.7 
17.9 
4.4 
"AA'' ALL" 
% % 
82.6 67.3 
32.2 32.3 
.3 .3 
(6) Indicate the academic department which best describes the one to 
which your school's theatre and drama activity is assigned: 
Drama (theatre or dramatics) 
Speech (speech and theatre 
or dramatics 
English 
Humanities . 
l'crforminq or fine arts 
Integrated arts 
Language arts 
Other 
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Ol!IO 
"M" 
' 
16.7 
18.2 
54.2 
4.5 
4 .5 
1.5 
3.0 
0.4 
ALL 
' 
12.7 
19.0 
56.5 
o.o 
3.8 
o.4 
4.6 
3.0 
NATION 
"1'.A'' 
% 
22.2 
27.0 
41.0 
1.1 
4.8 
0.7 
2.2 
0.7 
ALL 
% 
13.4 
27.3 
52.2 
1.4 
2.5 
0.9 
2.5 
1.6 
B. The Theatre Teacher 
The typical teacher of the Ohio "AA" high school has an undergraduate major 
in either Speech, Theatre or English with the probability of English as a minor or 
second-teaching field. Considerably more "AA" teache.rs, than on the average, 
have indicated theatre was their undergraduate major. 
The theatre teac::her who had an undergraduate major in English is less likely 
to be associated with an "AA" program, while a theatre teacher with a theatre 
undergraduate major is more likely to be associated with an "AA" program. 
Fifty-six per cent of the "AA" teachers have earned Master's degrees and 
exactly one-half of those have obtained their M.A. degree in theatre. Theatre is 
preferred five-to-one over Speech, and seven-to-one over English, as the area 
fer lVI~ster's sbdy. Comparing the 1975 Ohio figures "\1\rith the 1870 N::it.ion81 · 
Statistics, one can surmise that the number of teachers in "AA" program with 
Master's degrees is on the rise, as are the number of Master's degrees that are 
earned in Theatre. 
TABLE 50 
fl6] Indicate the undergraduate major and minor of your bachelor's 
degree. If you have a master's degree, check the area of concentration: 
OllIO 
Bachelor's Bachelor's Master's 
Ma'or Minor 
"AA" All "AA" ALL "AA.'' All 
% % % % % % 
Education 12.0 . 14.l 10.0 7.5 19 .o 20. 7 
English 28.0 34.0 37.l 36.3 7.1 . 17 .1 
Theatre 38.7 22.3 10.0 6.7 50.0 29; 7 
Speech 49.3 38.5 11. 4 12.0 9.5 9,0 
Fine Arts 5.3 3.1 0.0 2.2 4.8 2.7 
Music 1. 3 3.4 5.7 2.6 o.o 3.6 
Communications 1.3 - l:. 7 2.9 3·.o 2.4 2.7 
Other 9,3 14.S 21. 4 28.8 7.1 '14.4 
NATION 
Baclrelor's Bachelor's Master's 
Ma ·or Minor 
"AA" All "M'' All "AA" All 
% % ' % % ' 
Education 6.7 8.2 7.0 10.2 5.B 7.B 
English 24.7 39.0 28.1 20.4 19.4 10.l 
'l'heatre 36.0 13.6 14.6 7.6 20.1 6.6 
Speech 13.1 7.4 7.3 8.9 4.2 2.0 
Fine Arts 1.5 1.5 l. 5 1. 7 .3 .6 
Music 1.5 2.8 1.5 1. 7 • 3 1.0 
Communications .3 .1 • 6 • 3 .6 .2 
Other 13.4 21. 8 21.1 24.4 5.1 6.2 
N/A 2.4 5.3 18.3 24.4 53.8 65.0 
OJIIO NATION 
Percentage of teachers who "AA" All "AA." All 
have earned Master's 
Degrees 56.0 38.2 46.2 35.0 
The "AA" school theatre teacher is more likely to be in a school in which there 
n1·e one or two teachers who have received theatre training. The "AA" teacher also 
tends to involve slightly more teachers from other academic areas~ but this may be 
n function of the larger size of "AA" schools. 
TABLE 51 
(24) Indicate the number of other teachers on your faculty who have 
ap<!cific preparation in theatre and arc involved with curricular and/ 
or co-curricular theatre programs in your school: 
OHIO NATION 
"AA" All "AA" AI.i:. 
' % % 't 
1 29.3 24.3 44.3 24.9 
2 18.7 9.7 29.0 11. 7 
3 5.3 3.5 13.3 5.0 
4 o.o • 3 s.o 2.0 
5 o.o .3 3.2 .7 
6 1.3 .3 1.0 .• l 
7 or· more 0.0 .3 o.o . 6 
None 45.3 61.1 1.0 54. 7 
TABLE 52 
(26) Indicate below if teachers from any of the subject areas listed 
arc involved with co-curricular theatre activity, such as play production: 
OHIO NATION 
"M" All "M" All 
' ' % ' 
Industrial Arts 18.7 13.7 21.4 14'. 8 
Englii;h 29.3 25 .4 37.0 391. 0 
Music 42.7 40.5 46.7 29:. 4 
Home l::conomics 6.7 5.B 12.8 a:. 3 
Visual (fine) Arts 21.3 13. 7 22.6 12.2 
Physic<1l Education, Dance 2;7 2.4 11. 3 7.J 
Speech 20.0 13 .4 .27.2 19. 8 
Other 22.7 16.2 6.2 10.7 
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Nearly 19 of every 20 "AA" theatre teachers in Ohio have had production ex-
perience in college and university theatres, and 8 in 10 have participated in 
community theatre. Surprisingly, 9 in 20 say they have had some sort of profess-
ional theatre experience. The "AA" teacher is more likely to see professional 
and non-professional theatre production than .is the average Ohio teacher. 
TABLE 53 
(13) Indicate if you have ever participated actively in any of the 
following kinds of theatre (i.e. actor, director, technician, etc.) 
College or University Theatre 
Conununity Theatre 
Professional '.l'heatre 
TABLE 54 
OHIO 
"AA" AVERAGE 
' ' 
94.6 
82.6 
45.3 
75.6 
54.3 
19.6 
[)4,JS) Indicate the number of theatre productions you have attended 
in the past two years: 
More than 20 
10 - 19 
5 - 9 
1 - 4 
None 
C. The Play Production Program 
PROFESSIONAL 
"AA" 
' 
33.0 
18.6 
26.6 
17.3 
4.0 
All 
' 
15.2 
17.9 
29.3 
30.7 
6.9 
NON-PROFESSIONAL 
"AA" 
\ 
30.6 
26.6 
24.0 
17.3 
1.3 
All 
' 
13.l 
24.l 
28.2 
32.6 
2.1 
Th.e "class play'~ is less likely to be performed in the "AA" school than in the 
average Ohio high school, but the production schedule is o:nly slightly larger. The 
"AA" school,, like the average, produce.s one musical a year, and 2. 1 fuli-length 
plays compared to the all-Ohio average of one musical and one and one-half full.-
length plays. 
I 
The total number of performances for each play averages 2. 78 for 
"AA" school~ .. compared to 2. 6 5 for all Ohio schools. 
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TADI.E SS 
{32) Docs your school present the "clas~ play"? 
01110 NATION 
"M" All "AA" All 
\ ., % % 
Yes 10.7 25.6 37.3 49.0 
No 89.3 74.4 62.l 50.4 
TABLE 56 
(27-30) Indicate the average number of theatr·ical productions your 
school presents annually in each category: 
OHIO 
1 2 3 4 None 
or more 
"M" All 11 AA" All "M" All "AA" All llAr\11 
Musicals 66.7 49.3 5.3 3.8 o.o 0.3 o.o 0.3 28.0 
Full-length 26.7 35.3 41.3 39.8 20.0 8.0 9.3 2.8 2.7 
plays 
One-act plays 14.7 21.9 13.3 13 .2 22.7 12.9 16.1 10.8 33.3 
Plays for pre- 30.7 26.7 8.0 5.2 2.7 1.4 6.7 3.1 52.0 
secondary 
school children 
NATION 
, 2 3 . None . .. 
or more 
"AA" All "AA" All "l\]\" All "l\]\" l\ll "AA" 
Musicals 77.7 59.9 4.3 6.3 .4 .9 .4 .3 17.2 
Full-length 33.7 41.2 50.3 44.6 11.5 5.7 3.8 1.6 .6 
plays 
One-act plays 25.0 28 .2 23.2 . 23. 7 15.5 16.8 32.6 17.6 3.8 
Plays for pre- 40.8 32.6 17.9 12.3 4.4 . 2.8 5.8 5.1 12.1 
secondary 
school children 
TABJ,E 57 
131) Indicate the number of performances you usually present of each 
production which is open to the public: 
OHIO Nl'.'l'ION 
"AA" All "AA" All 
\ % % % 
l· 1.3 12.6 3.7 25.G 
2 44.0 !:14 .o 51.3 46.7 
3 42.7 24.6 30.2 . 18. 2 
4 6.7 6.6 9.6 5.3 
5 o.o • 4 2.l 1.4 
6 4.0 1.4 1.2 .s 
7 o.o o.o o.o 0.0 
. 8 or more·· • 4 .4 ·i.s l.l 
OllIO NA'I'ION 
"M" All "l\h" 1111 
· Aver1190 number of 
performance!! per 2.78 2.34 2.G7 2.14 
production 
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All 
46.0 
14.2 
45.3 
68.6 
All 
31.9 
6.3 
13.1 
46.0 
The average "AA" high school musical play budget is computed at $1522 com-
pared to the all Ohio average of $902, while the budgets for non-musical full-
length plays are $461 and $316 respectively. If there are profits from the play. 
they are returned to the theatre program in four of five cases. Teachers in the 
"AA" schools are compensated for their work with extra financial considerations 
in the same ratio as in the average Ohio theatre teacher. 
TABI.E 58 
(33-34) Indicate the category which includes your average production 
expense budget for both musical and non-musical plays: 
OHIO 
Up to $150 $151-300 $301-500 $1001-2500 More than 
$250(1 
•AA• All uM" All "AA" All uMu All "AA" .l\l+ 
Musical o.o 8.5 1.5 8.4 10.3 14 ~6 32.4 27.8 20.6 11,.8 
Non-Musical 2.7 24.9 27.4 34.6 52.1 31.2 12.3 7.4 5.5 1. 9 
TABLE 59. 
(35] -If. there are. any profits from play performances, do they normally 
go back into the theatre program? 
Yes 
No 
Sometimes 
TABLE 60 
OHIO 
"AA" All 
' ' 
80.0 70.3 
6.7 J.7.7 
13.3 12.0 
NATION 
"AA" All 
' ' 
61.2 41.4 
17 .9 38.4 
20.9 20 .·3 
(40] Indicate the statement below that best describes how your school 
compensates teachers for their work in play production: 
OHIO NATION 
"AA" All "M" All 
' ' ' ' Reduction in classroom 
teaching load 
1.3 0.7 8.9 4.3 
Extra financial compensation 84 .o 83.9 . 70. 3 55.1 
beyond regular annual salary· 
for classroom teachinq 
Combination of extra financial 5 .• 3 3.2 7.3 1.6 
com1iensa ti on and reduction of 
clas~room teaching load 
No special compensation of 9,3 12.3 12.8 37.9 
any kind 
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The statistics that reveal the degree of student involvement in the high school 
play production program parallel the national findings. There is more opportunity 
for student participation in the "AA" school. Students from the "AA" high schools 
are more likely to attend University, Community and Professional theatre pro-
ductions in organized groups, than are students from the typlical Ohio school. 
'l'ABLE 61 
(36-38] Are students in your school ever given the opportunity to: 
OHIO NATION 
"AA" All "AA" All 
,. % % % 
Direct plays 
Frequently 33.3 18.1 23.9 14 .6 
Occasionally 52.0 57.3 66.l 48.5 
Never 14.7 24.3 9.5 8.1 
Design settings, lighting, 
costumes, etc. 
Frequently 69.3 49.8 64.9 46.9 
Occasionally 24.0 42.2 33.6 42.3 
Never 6.7 8!0 .9 10.8 
Have "live" stage productions 
or vris;in.u! script3 t!'-£cy h~vc 
written 
Frequently l0.8 7.0 11.9 7.6 
Occasionally 54.1 42.6 55.7 38.8 
Never 35.l 50.4 32.3 53.6 
TABLE 62 
(45] Do organized groups of students from your school attend plays 
performed by: 
College or university theatre 
companies 
Conununity theatre companies 
Professional theatre companies 
College or university theatre 
companies 
Conununity theatre companies 
Professional theatre companies 
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OHIO 
YES NO 
"M" All "AA" 
' . ' ' 
86.7 74.8 12.0 
69. 3 54.5 30.7 
i7.3 58.0 . 22. 7 
NATION 
YES NO 
"AA" All "M" 
' ' ' 
80.7 59.2 18.7 
54.4 34. 5 45.3 
70.9 46.4 29.l 
All 
' 
24.8 
45.5 
42.0 
All 
' 
39.0 
6 3. 5 
51.9 
D. Play Festivals and Contests 
With one exception, the statistics show that the teacher in an "AA" school 
shares the same attitudes toward play contests and tournaments. The exception 
is that slightly more (28 per cent to 19. 7 per cent) of the "AA" teachers are likely 
to disapprove of the competitive contests. 
TABLE 63 
(43,44) In general how do you feel about play contests or tournaments? 
OHIO 
Competitive Non-Competitive 
•AA• All "M" All 
' ' ' ' 
Approve 54.6 54.7 77.0 74.0 
Disapprove 28.0 19.7 5.4 5.2 
No Opinion 17.3 25.6 17.6 20.l 
R. The Theci.trP Currir:-uJlJm 
The theatre curriculum in the "AA" school is substantially more advanced than 
in the average high school. Three or four of the "AA" schools offer an introductory 
course, and as many offer a course in basic acting, while one in two offer a course 
in stagecraft. Compared to the 1970 Peluso national statistics, the Ohio programs 
are significantly more advanced. 
"I"he introductory or overview courses do not,· however, differ from the all. 
Ohio average school in ints structure, except it is slightly.more likely to be a five-
day-a-week course. 
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'l'J\BLE 6 4 
(49,52,53,54,55) Does your school offer the following courses in its 
curriculum: 
OHIO NATION 
"AA" ALL UMU All 
' ' ' ' 
Overview course (Intro) 73.3 58.5 65.7 26.8 
Basic acting 74.0 43.9 42. 8 l7 .5 
Advanced acting 39.4 17.3 18.7 5.8 
Technical (Stac;ccraft) 49.3 26.l 23.5 8.2 
Advanced technical 3.4 1.3 
Advanced stagecraft 5.3 2.7 
Directing 9.3 4.5 
Stage maKeup 4.0 ·2.4 
Other 29.3 18.2 
'!'ABLE 65 
In your school docs offer a general overview course in theatre such as 
•rntroduction to the 1'.hcatre" or "Survey of Drama", indicate below: 
OHIO NATION 
"M" All "M" All 
' ' % % 
ls it a half-year course 70.6 73.9 42.9 51.9 
ls it a full-rear course. 27.5 24.2 57.l 48.l 
It meets once a week 5.5 2.3 2.8 3.9 
It meets twice a week 5.5 2.9 6.0 4.7 
It meets three times a week 3.6 3.5 6 .5 7.5 
lt rni;?et.~ four tinv:~q :\ t.'~~k 1.0. 9 73,R 7.0 q_1 
It meets five times a week 74.5 67.4 77.7 75.7 
F. Theatre Facilities 
An apparent advantage the "AA" schools hold over the average school is that 
theatre classes are twice-as-likely to be taught in a special theatre classroom and 
nearly two and one-h~lf times as likely to be taught in a theatre reserved primarily 
for the performing arts. 
TABLE 66 
(56) Indicate which of the following facilities you use for 
theatre classes: 
OHIO NATION 
"AA" All "AA" All 
% % % ' 
Regular. classroom 44.0 45.7 59.l 89.8 
Special theatre classroom 32.0 14 .8 25.7 21.3 
'J'hcatrc reserved primarily 42.6 18.2 24.0 27.5 
for po r [or ming .:1rt.s 
Multi-purpose <1uditori11m, 8.0 13.4 30.7 56.6 
cafctorium, combin<ition 
auditorium/yymnasium 
3;4 Other 2.6 7.1 10.7 
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" 
The "AA" school is much more likely to present their plays in a theatre re-
served primarily for the performing arts, and much less likely to have to use a 
combination auditorium/ gymnasium for play production. 
TADJ.E 67 
(57) Indicate which of the following facilities you use for ..r>lilY 
.1!£.0cl UC t ~ 0.!!__ ".E'~l.'C rJpJ;.!!_lj!.!}£f',J_ 
OHIO NJ\'l'ION 
"AA" All "Al\." All 
% % % % 
Multi-purpose ilU(lltorium 24.0 23.7 38.8 4). 4 
'l'he<:1tre reserved µrim.:1rily 52.0 29.3 33.6 18.2 
for µer forming ill"tS 
C.:ifet.orium 4.0 5.9 8.6 7.5 
Combirwtion iludi toritun/ 9.3 32.1 19.9 34.l 
gymnasium 
Special theatre classroom 5.3 3.5 10.1 4.3 
Other 5.3 4.9 9.5 9.4 
The average age of the principal production facility is 16. 9 years old, com-
pared to the Ohio average of 20. 7. 
TABLE 68 
(58) Indicate the number of years since your principal facility for 
theatrical productions was constructed or underwent major renovation:· 
OHIO NATION 
years ago: •AA" All "M" All 
% % % % 
l-4 19.4 11.6 24.8 18.4 
5-9 25.0 19.1 21.4 18.4 
10-14 :J.8.1 21. 7 20.8 19.1 
15-19 11.l 11. 7 6.7 8.6 
20-29 8.3 11.2 6.7 7.4 
30-39 2.8 5.8 8.0 8.5 
40-49 6.9 6.5 4.0 4. 4 . 
SO or more .(1,3 . 12 .6 1.5 3.3 
As might be expected, the "AA" school is significantly better equipped for 
play production. The Ohio "AA" and average school lag behind the national norm 
in both size of stage wing-area and the availability of scenery and properties con-
struction shops. Only one-in-five "AA" schools can claim the latter. However; 
nine-in-ten have light dimming equipment. 
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TABLE 69 
(59] Indic;1te which of the following arc included in your facilities for 
play production and porformance: 
OHIO NI\ TI ON 
•AA" All "M" All 
\ % % \ 
Equipment for dimming lights 90.7 68.4 84.0 59.9 Twelve or more spotlights 78.7 48.8 61.4 38.4 Equipment for flying scenery 33.3 25.4 31. 4 17.8 and drops 
Total wing space approximately 24.0 18.9 29.6 22.4 equal in area to stage space 
Scenery and properties construe- 20.0 13.l 22.3 13.7 tion shop 
Dressing rooms 49.3 32.3 45.2 37.6 Costume storage space 64.0 44.7 51. 3 36.S Scenery and properties storage 73.3 57.0 62.7 49.9 space 
G. Teacher Activities 
In expressing attitudes explaining the reason d'etre for the high school theatre 
program, the teacher of theatre in the Ohio "AA" school does not differ from the 
average Ohio teacher except for one small reversal in ranking which places "ex-
cellence in theatre" ahead of "developing students' understanding of others". 
TABLE 70 
[69] Indicate whether or not you think the following are valid reasons 
for high schools to be concerned with theatre and dramatic arts: 
OHIO 
•AA" ALL 
Rank Rank 
To identify and develop talent in the S 
theatre arts 
To provide experiences which will 3 
help increase student's understand-
ing of others 
To enable students to grow in self- l 
conf.idence and self understanding 
To develoµ taste for the appreciation 2 
of excellence in theatre 
'l'o provide students with a profound 6 
experience of theatre arts 
To provide instruction so that the 4 
students· can eventually participate 
-in theatre as a leisure time activity 
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s 
2 
1 
3 
6 
4 
NATION 
"AA" ALL 
Rank Rank 
5 
2 
l 
3· 
4 
6 
s 
2 
l 
3 
4 
6 
IV 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Summary of Findings 
The larger the high school, the greater are the chances that a theatre pro-
gram will be a "strong". one. "Strong" programs are not frequently found in 
rural environments, but are found equally in the urban and suburban setting. The 
degree of excellence is closely associated with the number of students enrolled in 
the high school. Ohio high schools are larger than the average national high 
school. 
One of five schools in Ohio and the nation are _private or parochial, but in Ohio 
there· is slightly more likelihood that a "strong" program will be found in a pri-
vate/parochial high school. 
Theatre activities in the high school are most likely to be associated with a 
Department of English rather than with the Speech or Drama areas. In Ohio. 
-
"strong" theatre programs are more frequently associated with English than on 
the national level. There are fewer "strong." Ohio programs associated with De-
partments of Speech or Theatre than are found nationally. 
The typical theatre teacher has not been well-trained in theatre subjects, and 
nearly 25 per cent of the teachers have received no training in theatre. When 
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training is received it is most frequently in the areas of play direction, history 
and dramatic literature, and least frequently in acting or technical theatre. In 
spite of this, Ohio teachers are better-trained than their national counterparts. 
The teacher of the "strong" high school program is better prepared and is 
much more likely to have had an undergraduate major in theatre and to have earned 
a Master's Degree in Theatre. 
There are few teachers who teach courses in theatre exclusively, but nearly 
one in five instructors of theatre teach courses in English/Language Arts ex-
clusiv~ly. Teachers are most often certified to teach English, then Speech, then 
Th_eatre; remembering that in Ohio, there is no 11theatre 11 certification that exists 
apart from "s'peech." 
!Vluch of the teacher's training apparentl.)7 comes from participation in pla:l 
production in college or community theatre. The Ohio teacher reports more 
practical experience than the average national teacher. 
The typical play production program consists of one musical, one and one-half 
full-length plays and several one-act plays. The average "strong" program is not 
substantially larger as it produces one musical and two full-length non-musicai 
plays. Four out of five Ohio teachers ·receive extra financial compensation for 
their extra-curricular duties, a sign~ficant improvement from the national norm. 
The '.'class pl;:iy11 is less likely to be performed in Ohio high schools than 
nationally, and ev:en less frequently is it produced in the 11AA 11 school. Compared 
to the average high school, the "stronger" theatre program spends an average of 
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68 per cent more on producing the musical play, and 46 per cent more on the 
non-musical play. In the majority of all schools, play profits are returned to 
the theatre program. 
Play festivals and tournaments are not nearly as popular in Ohio as in other 
parts of the nation, with only one of six schools surveyed reporting participation 
during the past five years. The teachers of the "stronger" programs are more 
likely to disapprove of "competitive" contests and tournaments. 
Although Ohio schools have a more-developed curriculum than one will find 
in the average school in the nation, less than 60 per cent report the existence of 
an introductory or overview course. The "stronger" theatre programs were ,. 
characterized by having more advanced course offerings. including one or two 
courses in acting, and a course iii technical theafre (stagecraft}. 
Theatre facilities are adequate at best, with classes taught in special theatre 
classrooms considerably less often than is the case nationally. The "AA" program 
has classrooms, production facilities and theatrical equipment that are better 
than the average school. 
r.rhe high school teacher is moderately satisfied with the cooperation received 
from school administration, other teachers, and parents, but cites a need for 
(1) improved facilities, (2) a larger curriculum, and (3) increased play production 
funds. 
Like their national counterparts~, the· Ohio teachers almost unanimously agree 
I 
.that the most important goal of teaching theatre in th,e high school is to "enable 
students to grow in self-conffdence and self-understanding." 
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Conclusions 
The following conclusions are abstracted from the foregoing and represent 
the author's view of the most important results of this study: 
(1) The existence of a high school theatre program is a function of the size, 
and therefore, location of the school. There are deci.dedly fewer theatre programs 
in smaller schools, and when they do appear they are much less likely to be 
classified as "strong" programs. There is no difference in the frequency of 
strong programs in suburban or urban areas. School size is important because 
it means the school h~s a larger faculty with greater probability for teaching 
specialists . 
. (2) Most theatre programs in the Ohio high schools are associated with the 
English Department, and with teachers who are responsible for the teaching of 
English. Only a small percentage of high schools identify a "Drama" or "Theatre" 
J. ,. f ' 
department. 
(3) The teacher of theatre has not been highly trained in theatre; in fact, many 
teachers ha-:.re had no_ undergraduate training in theatre courses. For many teachers, 
their training has consisted of courses in Dramatic Literature and Theatre History. 
The te.achers are less trained in acting and technical theatre. Nearly 30 per cent 
of the teachers surveyed do not see more than two theatriqal productions a year. 
On the other hand, the stronger programs, as identified by this study, are 
characterized by teachers more highly t_raine:d in theatre. A high percentage of 
. I 
teachers who obtain Master's degrees in Theatre are associated with "stronger" 
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or "AA" schools. The unmistakable conclusion is that high school theatre 
programs can be improved through improved or additional training of the teachers. 
Colleges and Universities in Ohio may wish to consider ways and mearis to 
strengthen the .Undergraduate theatre education curriculum and to further develop 
or improve existing Master's Degree programs, particularly summer-only-pro-
grams. Note should be made of the call by the teachers for colleges and universities 
to provide seminars, conferences and workshops for theatre education and play 
production. In spite of the negative aspects to teacher preparation, the Ohio 
teacher is better trained than his /her national counterpart. 
Ohio theatre teachers do not see that their educational" goals are to produce 
actors and designers for the professional theatre. Their stated purpose is to help 
the high school student gain self-confidence and self-knowledge. To this end, they 
need improved facilities, increased curriculum· and additional funds. 
Finally, one may conclude, though it should be obvious, that there is a strong 
correlation between this report and the earlier study by Peluso. One can, therefore, 
go to the larger, more complete. Peluso report with the knowledge that much of the 
data developed there is still applicable to Ohio, and presumably to the nation. 
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